Allison Lacker
Twitter Visualization
Iteration 2

**Description**
I revised the twitter visual to be more practical in a real world scenario. In this version, you can enter a name of a twitter account and the number of iterations. The image shows you in the center, and the people you follow as immediately surrounding you in a color similar to your own. Arrows point from you to them. For every further iteration, the visual adds the people that the outer ring follows. This will create a social network, with the people you immediately follow, and the people they follow in order to create patterns. Different patterns emerge from this visualization. If a group of people are friends, they will be linked in a ring. If there are many people following one account there will be many arrows leading to that account. This could indicate a news twitter or a celebrity feed. The visualization also shows recently updated posts as larger. This will bring attention to new items, and allow you to see who updates. It will also bring awareness to a group of people who have a discussion, if a ring is all large, they likely are communicating with each other. Small circles indicate people who have not posted in a long (relative to the others) time.
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